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My dear Railway men 

 There were 6 consequential train accidents on this railway 
during the year 2019-20 when compared to 2 accidents in 
the previous financial year.  There were no casualties and 
injuries in these accidents. 
 

 During this quarter i.e. January – March, there is one 
consequential accident  and four other than consequential 
accidents, one SPAD case and seven yard accidents and one 
miscellaneous 
. 

 During the month of January, there were three derailments and 

one fire accident (yard accident).  

 For the month of February, there were three derailments and one  

SPAD cases .  

  For the month of March, there were 6 derailments and one 

unusual occurrence. 

 In regard to the safety performance of Divisions, accidents / 

unusual incidences in SC-6,  BZA – 1,  GTL – 1,  HYB – 1, NED – 

3, GNT – 2. 

 
I hope that this booklet which contains important RB letters that are 
helpful in updating the knowledge of all field Officials, contribute for 
understanding the details of accidents, test your knowledge with key 
statistics etc., 
 
   

                                                         (M.Ravindranath Reddy) 

                  Principal Chief Safety Officer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RAILWAY BOARD LETTERS 

 

No.2019/Safety(A&R)/ 26/6    Dated: 31.12.2019   

Sub: Accident Investigation into Consequential accidents  

Ref: RB's letter no. 2005/Safety(A&R)/6/4 Dated 02.02.2006.  

In terms of Railway Board letter under reference, departmental 

accident inquiry into consequential train accidents are required to be 

completed within D+10 Days. It is observed that these train accident 

inquiries focus on 'Who' rather than 'Why' and accident inquiry reports 

usually focuses on fixing responsibilities rather than carrying out 

detailed investigations and studies to determine the root causes of 

the accident.  

Considering above, it has been decided that during deliberations of 

the accident inquiry of consequential train accidents, detailed studies 

and investigations be also carried out to determine the root cause of 

the accidents. These detailed studies and investigations shall be 

included in Part 'B' of the report to be titled as 'Detailed Accident 

Study & Analysis Report'. This report shall focus on determining the 

root cause of system/human failure and recommendations of 

technical/procedural measure by which these system/human failures 

can be prevented. This consolidated report should be finalized in 

D+30 Days and submitted for acceptance of competent authority.  

This issues with the approval of Board.      

    (Naresh Chand Goyal)  

Principal Executive Director/ Safety 

 Railway Board  

No.2005/ Safety(A&R) /26/ 6                 Dated.. 11;12.2019  

Sub: Photography and Videography at Accident Site.  

 

Photographs and videos of accident site, are extremely useful 

evidence for accident inquiry in an railway accident. Further inclusion 

of these photographs and videos in Inquiry Report, which is a useful 
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document for insight into the deficiencies existing in the system and 

remedial measures which can be taken to prevent recurrence of such 

cases, is extremely necessary. As such quality, content, angles, 

coverage etc. of photographs and videos become extremely 

important.  

In view of above, guidelines for photography and videography have 

been prepared, which may be followed by Zonal Railways. These 

photographs and videos should also be uploaded in SIMS.  

 

(NareshChand  Goyal), 

 Principal Executive Director/Safety  

Railway Board 

 

Guidelines for Photograph & Videograph at Accident Site  

 

1. While carrying out photography/videography, date and time option 

of camera must be activated. Resolution should be minimum Full 

HD for videography and minimum 2 Mega Pixel for photographs.  

Site should be covered from one end to another in sequence, 

preferably from front to rear.  

2. While taking photograph/video of trackside infrastructure (Track, 

OHE, Signals etc.), it should be ensured that the frame covers 

OHE Mast number/Hectometer Post number.  

3. Similarly, while taking photographs of rolling stock, the 

loco/coach/wagon number must be covered in the frame along 

with OHE Mast/Hectometer Post number to the extent feasible.  

4. While taking photograph of trackside infrastructure and/or rolling 

stock, the principal of 'whole to part' must be followed. For 

example, for trackside infrastructure, the first shot (long shot) 

should cover entire site along with OHE Mast No./Hectometer 

Post No.; the 2nd shot (medium shot) should cover closer view; 

3rd, 4th, 5th and so on should cover further closer view with finer 

and finer details. Similarly, for rolling stock, the first shot (long 

shot) should cover the entire coach/wagon with coach/wagon 

number; the 2nd shot (medium shot) should cover particular bogie 



and the 3rd14th shot (close shot) should have close-up of bogie 

and specific components.  

5. The site must be covered up to sufficient length in rear and any 

abnormality must be recorded.  

6. Photography/videography should be done from different angles 

and must cover important locations such as suspected point of 

mount and point of drop, affected parts of rolling stock such as 

wheels, any part of rolling stock dropped on track, conditions of 

points etc. Close-shots of these locations need to be taken. The 

officials of safety organization must guide in this exercise.  

7. Photographs of all damages to loco, rolling stock and fixed assets 

(Track, Signal, OHE, LC etc.) must be taken.  

8. Photograph of wheel travel marks on rail head/foot, sleepers, 

fastening and ballast must be taken. Contact marks, abrasion 

marks and pealing of paint must be recorded.  

9. At stations photograph and video of following 

equipment/installation must be taken  

i) Panel and Block Instruments from all the sides. -.. 

ii) Sealing of Relay Room and Block Instruments after the 

incidence.  

iii) Electronic Key Transmitter, Box for Emergency Key, Cable 

Termination Boxes in LC gates.  

10. At locomotive cab, photograph should be taken of Control Stand 

including positions of brake handle etc.  

11. In guard's cabin, photograph should be taken of emergency brake 

application handle/lever.  

12. In case of fire, detail photography of affected site covering as 

applicable, parcel consignment, any inflammable material, 

electrical wiring, switches & panels etc. must be done.  

13. While taking photographs of dead or injured, if required, care 

should be taken to maintain human decorum. Photographs of only 

facial parts be taken for identification purposes. Maximum care 

must be exercised in cases of female passengers and children.  

14. To draw attention to specific location/component, the same may 

be identified by making a circle around it with chalk.  



15. Any CCTV recording, if available of accident site or related areas 

if available, should be taken on possession by safety officials.  

16. Above video recordings and photograph should be submitted to 

accident inquiry committee and should also be uploaded to SIMS. 

The video recordings and photographs should not be shared with 

press or any other media unless authorized by the competent 

authority.  

17. Video recordings and photograph must be preserved at least till 

the finalization of DAR cases.  

18. Photograph of restoration process can also be taken as required 

for training purpose.  

***



** 

 

 

 

 
4.16. Tail board or tail lamp.–– 
(1) In order to indicate to the staff that a train is complete, 
the last vehicle shall, except as provided for in sub-rule (2), 
be distinguished by affixing to the rear of it- 
(a) by day, a tail board of approved design or a red painted 
tail lamp of approved design which may be unlit, or 
(b) by night, as well as in thick, foggy or tempestuous 
weather impairing visibility during day, a red tail lamp of 
approved design displaying flashing red light to indicate 
last vehicle check device, or 
(c) such other device as may be authorised by special 
instructions. 
(2) A colliery pilot, i.e., a train used for collecting or 
distributing vehicles in colliery sidings when working in a 
block section or in the colliery sidings taking off from a 
block section, need carry a tail board or tail lamp or such 
other device as may be authorised by special instructions, 
only as it enters or leaves the block station at either end of 
such block section, provided that special instructions are 
issued to ensure that no other train is permitted to proceed 
into the block section until the Guard of the colliery pilot 
certifies that he has left no vehicle obstructing the block 
section in which he has been working. 
(3) In emergencies only, and under special instructions in 
each case, a red flag may be used in lieu of a tail board or 
an unlit tail lamp. 
S.R.4.16.1. The last vehicle of a train shall be indicated by placing a 
tail board by day and a tail lamp by night or in thick, foggy or 
tempestuous weather impairing visibility. 
2. When an assisting engine is attached in rear of a train, the tail 
board or tail lamp shall be removed from the last vehicle and fixed 
behind the assisting engine. The built in red light of SLR/Inspection 
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carriage should be switched off when another vehicle is attached in 
rear of such SLR/Inspection carriage. It will be the duty of the Guard 
to ensure that tail lamp/tail board is affixed only in the rear of the last 
vehicle. 
4. A light engine moving in a block section shall have marker lights 
on, showing red indication in the rear, during day or night. If two or 
more engines are moving coupled together, the rear most engine 
should have marker lights on, showing red indication in the 
rear, during day or night. 
5.1. In case of EMU/MEMU/MMTS/DHMU/DMU trains, a red „X„ mark 
on white background on metal flap is provided on either end of 
formation. The last vehicle of the train is indicated during day by the 
exhibition of this red „X„  mark. To exhibit this red „X„ mark, the metal 
flap has to be kept in open position when the vehicle is worked as last 
vehicle and it should be kept in closed position when the vehicle is 
not worked as last vehicle. 
2. In the same way, the flashing red light of the built-in tail lamp is the 
last vehicle indication during night. Guard to switch it „on„ when the 
train starts and switch it ‗off„ when the train terminates. 
3. In case of obstruction on track, guard must exhibit a red flashing 
hand signal lamp at night 
or a red flag by day. 

*** 



 

 

 
 
 

INDIAN RAILWAYS PERMANENT WAY MANUAL 

ADDENDUM AND CORRIGENDUM SLIP NO. 154 DATED 

19.11.2019 

 

ACS 154 dated 01/01/20 

291. Classification of Formation Requiring Treatment– Formation requiring 

treatment shall be categorised as under- (A) Identification of Weak Formation- 

Weak Formation shall be identified based on either of the following condition- 

(i) Stretches having speed restrictions due to ,weak formation. (ii) Stretches 

where more than normal track attention is required. (iii) Stretches where b 

allast penetration profile is ·of 'W shape and maximum depth of penetration is 

more than 30 cm. In case any of the above conditions are met in the field, then 

the 4 step action plan given below is to be followed- (B) Action to be taken for 

weak formation- Following 4- step action plan should be adopted fo stretch 

identified as weak formation:- (i) Make the formation width, cess level and side 

drains strictly in accordance with prescribed profile. (ii) Carry out shallow 

screening of ballast section (or deep screening where required). (iii) Ensure no 

loose or missing fitting. (iv) Increase the depth of ballast section to 30cm or 

even up to 35cm. If even after adoption of above measures, track maintenance 

problem persists, then it is a suspected formation and further detailed Geo 

technical investigations is to be done for assessing the problem. Based on 

investigation results, the formation is to be classified as Bad Formation, if 

problem is found in formation. Remedial measures for Rehabilitation/ 

Strengthening of Bad formation should be taken accordingly. (a) Very bad- 

Where either speed restrictions are imposed on this account or number of 

normal attentions to track in a year is more than 12. (b) Bad- Where the 

number of normal attentions to track is between 6 to 12 in a year.  
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Amendment Slip no. 33 to G&SR - 2008 of SCR.  
 
The following amendments to Bell Signal Codes under SR 4.51 of 
Chapter IV and 1.1 of Appendix XVI of G&SR have been given. 
These amendments shall be brought into force with effect from 
15.12.2019. Notice shall be given to all concerned through SOB 
before the effective date. Counselling shall be done before the 
effective date and Drive shall be conducted to cover all staff 
concerned, from the effective date.  

Item No.1 of AS 33 dated 05.12.2019: SR 4.51 of Chapter IV 
and Rule no. 1.1 of Appendix - XVI of G&SR - 2008, on Bell 
Signal codes, have been amended as following, duly 
renumbering SR 4.51 as 4.51.1: 

The following Bell Signal Codes shall be given by the Loco 
Pilot/Motorman and to be acknowledged by the Guard working 
EMU/DMU trains. 

S. 

No

. 

Bell Signal 

Code by 

LP/Motorm

an 

Indication 

Acknowled

gement by 

Guard 

Indication 

1.  
0 

1. Signal is ON or 
2. Stopping train or 
3. Unable to start. 

0 Acknowledge  

2.  
00 

Signal is OFF and 

starting the train 
00 

Acknowledge and 

Ensure conditions 

to start before 

starting. 

3.  
00 

Run through signals 

given. Train is 

running through 

station. 

00 Acknowledge 

4.  
00----00 1. Passing Automatic 

signal at “ON” or 
00----00 Acknowledge and 



2. Semi - Automatic 
Signal at ON” with 
“A” marker  
illuminating or 

3. Passing IBS signal at 
ON, IBS telephone 
out of order or 

4. Passing Gate signal 
at ON 

ensure conditions 

to start before 

starting. 

5.  
000 

Guard required by 

Loco pilot 
000 

Acknowledge, 

secure the train, 

protect in rear 

and proceed. 

 

S. 

No

. 

Bell Signal 

Code by 

LP/Motorm

an 

Indication 

Acknowle

dgement 

by Guard 

Indication 

6.  
0000----00 

1. Received 
authority to 
pass Stop 
signal at ON or 

2. Passing IBS 
signal at ON, 
with SM‟s PN. 

0000----00 

Acknowledge and 

ensure conditions to 

start before starting. 

7.  

000----000--

--0 

Calling on signal 

given starting the 

train. 

000----

000----0 

Acknowledge and 

ensure conditions to 

start before starting. 

8.  
0000 

Protect train in 

Rear 
0000 

1. Acknowledge; 
2. Place Skids/Wedges 

and protect the train; 
3. Repeat the bell 

code; 

9.  
00----0----0 Apply brakes and 

place 

00----0----

0 

1. Acknowledge; 
2. Apply brakes; 
3. PlaceSkids/Wedges; 

4. Repeat the bell code; 



Skids/Wedges 

10.  
00----0----00 

Remove 

Skids/Wedges 

00----0----

00 

1. Acknowledge.  
2.  Remove 

Skids/Wedges; 

3. Repeat the bell code. 

11.  
00000 

1. Initiating Joint 
Brake Test; 

2. Joint Brake Test 

is completed; 

00000 Acknowledge. 

12.  
000000 

Need assistance 

of Guard in 

applying brakes. 

000000 
Apply brakes and 

acknowledge. 

 

Note: 1. „0‟ denotes for bell signal and „----‟ denotes for pause. 

 2. When there is any doubt on the bell signal codes received, 
LP/Motorman and Guard  may establish personal 
communication. 

Item No. 2 of AS 33 dated 05.12.2019: Add the following as 
SR 4.51.2 of Chapter IV and Rule no. 1.2 of Appendix - XVI 
of G&SR - 2008, on Bell Signal codes, duly renumbering 
existing Rule no. 1.2 of Appendix XVI as 1.3: 

The following Bell Signal codes shall be given by the Guard and to be 
acknowledged by the Loco Pilot/Motorman working EMU/DMU trains. 

S. 

N

o 

Bell Signal 

Code by 

LP/Motorm

an 

Indication 

Acknowle

dgement 

by Guard 

Indication 

1.  
0 Stop the train 0 

Stop and 

acknowledge. 

2.  
00 Start  the train 00 

1. At 
signalled (Block) 
stations, ensure 
off aspect or 



Authority, 
acknowledge and 
start; 

2. In 
case of Non-block 
of Class „D‟ 
Stations ensure 
the conditions to 
start and start. 

3.  
00----00 Pushback Train 00----00 

Acknowledge and 

push back train. 

4.  
000----000 

Motorman/Loco 

Pilot not to 

exceed 

prescribed 

speed. 

000----000 
Acknowledge and 

reduce speed. 

5.  
0----0 

Zone of speed 

restriction is 

over. Resume 

prescribed 

speed. 

0----0 

Acknowledge and 

Resume normal 

speed. 

6.  
0000 Leaving the cab. 0000 

Acknowledge and 

wait for return of the 

Guard. 

 

Note: 1. „0‟ denotes for bell signal and „----‟ denotes for pause. 

 2. When there is any doubt on the bell signal codes received, 
LP/Motorman and Guard  may establish personal 
communication. 

 
Amendment Slip no. 34 to G&SR - 2008 of South Central Railway 

- Special Instructions dispensing SM’s permission to start in 

case of suburban trains.  



* * * 

Add the following as SR 4.35.5 under GR 4.35 of Chapter IV in 
page no. 124: 

SR 4.35.5. Dispensation of permission of Station Master vide GR 
4.35.5. 

SR 4.35.5.1. The permission of Station Master referred to in sub-rule 
(2) of GR 4.35 is dispensed with in case of suburban trains in the 
following sections: 

(i) Ramachandrapuram - Lingampalli - 
Secunderabad section of Secunderabad Division 

(ii) Hussainsagar - Hyderabad section of  
Secunderabad Division and  

(iii) Falaknuma - Secunderabad section of 
Hyderabad Division. 

SR 4.35.5.2. All passenger carrying DMU, DHMU, DEMU, EMU and 
MEMU trains (including MMTS trains) shall be treated as suburban 
trains for the purpose of SR 4.35.5.1. 

4.35.5.3.  Where permission of Station Master to Guard to start has 

been dispensed with under SR 4.35.5.1, the procedure for starting the 

trains is as below: 

(a) Guard of DMU, DHMU, DEMU, EMU and MEMU trains (including 
MMTS trains) shall authorize Motorman/Loco Pilot by prescribed 
code of two bell signals to start the train, provided the Guard has 

satisfied himself/herself that conditions for the train to start are 
complied with. However, the responsibility to see and ensure that 
the correct departure signals to start the train are taken „OFF‟ 
continues with Motorman/Loco Pilot only.  

(b) After getting two bell signals from Guard, Motorman/Loco Pilot of a 

train shall satisfy himself/herself that all departure signals 
(including starter signal) pertaining to his/her line are taken „OFF‟ 
and start the train, after acknowledging bell signals of the Guard by 
giving two bell signals to Guard. 

(c) The Motorman/Loco Pilot of a train shall not start his/her train even 
after getting two bell signals from Guard of the train, if departure 

signals are at „ON‟. In this case Motorman/Loco Pilot of the train 



shall communicate to Guard by one bell signal for „ON‟ position of 

the departure signals. As soon as „OFF‟ aspect of departure 
signals (including starter signal) are given, the Motorman/Loco 
Pilot shall communicate by giving two bell signals to Guard and 
shall start the train after getting two bell signals from the Guard. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Activity Centre: COACHING DEPOT 

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED ON COACHING RAKE ON 

PITLINE 

1 Check whether the rake is secured by 

providing wedges and application  of  

hand brakes in front and rear SLR are 

done or not? 

 

2 Check whether the point was set against 
blocked line, clamped and pad locked. 
 

 

3 Check whether the rake placement 
memo was issued on standard form T. 
431 by Dy.SS on duty immediately after 
the placement and obtain the 
acknowledgement. 
 

 

4 Adequacy of Pit-examination time for 

various rakes as laid down in Policy 

Circular. 

 

5 Availability of berthing slots.  

Section “D”  
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6 INFRASTRUCTURE AVAILABILITY 

AND ADEQUACIES OF THE 

FOLLOWING; 

 Approach road 

 Pathways for material movement 

 General lighting 

 Pit light for night examination. 

 Availability and functioning of air-
compressor and rake test rig. 
 

 

7 QUALITY OF REPAIRS 

(i) Whether Wheel profile / diameter / 

gauge is measured and recorded in the 

schedule cards and gauge is calibrated 

or not? 

(ii) Whether proper attention paid to 

maintenance of air hoses, DVs, BP & FP 

lines, Isolation Cocks, COCs and other 

under-gear/brake gear and suspension 

items. 

 

8 Whether coach failure analysis, reporting 

system and follow-up action is being 

carried out? 

 

9 Schedules done/arising/overdue 

including POH. 

 

10 Any other observations 
 

 

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED ON COACHES IN SICK LINE 

1 Quality of repairs during sick attentions. 
 

 

2 Adequacy of lifting facilities.  



3 Attention to welding practices particularly 

Earthing. 

 

4 Brake Power Check by connecting 

Single Car Test Rig after repairs in sick 

line. 

 

5 Road access and availability of material 
handling equipment. 

 

6 Any other observations 
 

 

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED ON COACHING RAKE ON 

PLATFORM 

1 SYSTEM OF ROLLING ‟IN‟ 

EXAMINATION OF PASSING 

THROUGH TRAINS –  

a. Availability of powerful lights for 

conducting this examination on either 

side of all platforms. 

b. Check the availability of non-contact 

Thermometer, whether it is being used 

during rolling „in‟ examination? 

c. Availability of shelter for the staff 

provided or not 

 

2 Does JE/SE/SSE-C&W record correct 

levels of air-pressure on loco and SLR? 

Does he conduct checks for Passenger 

Alarm Device? Do the Fitters have 

proper tools, lights, etc.,? 

 

3 Whether padlocking of terminating trains 
was done? 
 

 



4 Any other observations 
 

 

ITEMS TO BE CHECKED DURING IOH OF COACH 

1 Infrastructure availability and adequacies 

of IOH / Sick line - covered Shed line 

capacity for IOH / Sick attention, 

availability of materials, Tools and 

Plants, Pathway and lighting facility. 

 

2 Check whether the Centre-Pivot bolt 

loose or worn out or silent blocks 

damaged were examined? 

 

3 Check whether the AR is drained out.  

4 Check whether the bogie frame 

alignment was checked with trammeling 

gauge. 

 

5 Whether the brake power of the coach 

was tested by connecting Single Car 

Test Rig with Air Compressor. 

 

6 Check availability of BV Equipment in 

Guard compartment and OTL with seal. 

 

7 Any other observations 
 

 

WAGON DEPOT 

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED ON AIR-BRAKE RAKE 

(BOX‟N‟ & BCN) 

 
1 

 
Whether the air brake test rig is being 
used for testing of brake power and 
brake system by using the air 
compressor? 
 

 



2 Whether the brake power maintained 

100% in case of CC rakes, 95% in case 

of Premium rakes, 90% in case of End-

to-End rakes. 

 

3 Whether the in quick coupler for fitment 

of air pressure gauge was available in 

Guard  BV and whether it is in working 

condition? 

 

 

4 Whether the condition of DV Isolating 
cock, cutoff angle cocks, load/empty 
device and hand brake wheels were 
checked and ensured for proper 
functioning? 
 

 

5 Whether the condition of CBC 
components, brake gear components, 
wheel profile, springs, elastomeric pads, 
brake beam, brake block, hangers, 
brake pins and split pins were checked 
and ensured for proper fitment and 
functioning? 
 

 

6 Whether all the Brake Cylinders are 

released manually and ensured the 

brakes released completely before 

handing over the rake for Traffic use? 

 

 

7 Any wagon is due for ROH/POH and 
allowed in the formation without 
detachment. 
 

 

8 Whether the train was tested for brake 
continuity before signing the BPC by the 
Guard? 
 

 

9 Whether the BPC issued is in proper  



format (CC rakes or Premium rake or 
End to End) and necessary log sheets 
enclosed? 
 

10 Whether the doors of empty wagons are 

in closed and secured condition? 

 

 

11 Running of CC-rake and Premium rake 
trains even after expiry of BPC, without 
offering for TXR Check at nominated 
Depot. Further such rakes placing for 
loading and moving trains on GLP 
Check by ignoring the JPO of 5/2008. 
 

 

12 In case of CC+8 /CC+6 loaded rakes, 
the individual wagon wise weight 
particulars copy required to be handed 
over along with the speed restriction 
memo. 
 

 

13 any other observations 
 

 

ASPECTS TO BE CHECKED DURING ROH OF WAGON 

1 Infrastructure availability and adequacies 
of ROH/Sick line-covered Shed, line 
capacity for ROH/Sick attention, 
availability of materials, Tools & Plants, 
Pathway and lighting. 
 

 

2 DURING ROH, THE FOLLOWING 
BOGIE COMPONENTS TO BE 
STRIPPED „OFF‟, EXAMINED AND IF 
REQUIRED TO BE 
REPLACED/REPAIRED. 

a) Brake beam and brake-gear pins. 
b) Brake-gear levers and rods. 
c) Brake-gear pin bushes. 
d) Brake shoe and hanger. 
e) Brake beam safety straps. 

 



f) Springs and spring suspension 
arrangement. 

3 Check whether the Centre-pivot was 
checked with gauge for worn out. 

 

4 Check whether springs free height 
measured and grouping made before 
replacement. 

 

5 Check whether the AR is drained out.  

6 Check whether the dirt collector filters 
cleaned. 

 

7 Check whether the bogie frame 
alignment was checked with trammeling 
gauge. 

 

8 Check whether the CBC components 
dismantled and examined. 

 

9 Check whether all the knuckles were 
subjected for Dye-penetrant test. 

 

10 Check whether all the wheels are 
subjected for UST and axle box cap 
bolts are tightened with torque wrench 
with proper torque and in no case old 
locking plates are to be reused. 

 

11 Whether the brake power of wagon was 
tested by connecting single car test rig 
with air compressor. 

 

12 Any other observations  

 

**** 



 

 

 

 

1. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 03.10.2019 at KLU Jn 

station yard of GTL division, Train No.ICDW Container Goods 

with Loco No.12740/KJM (WDG-4) hrs, while coming from PMD 

end while rolling into Road-6 of KLU yard, 3rd and 4th vehicles 

from BV got derailed at 17.27 hrs. 

Cause of the accident: due to dealing of BLC wagons over 

multiple cross overs contributed with the track deficiences. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: SSE/Con/GTL (excessive thrust on rails coupled with 

excessive twist lead to derailment. 

Blameworthy: Construction unit is blameworhty for not 

organisaing the track and S&T works properly in Kalluru yard. 

Matters brought to light:  

1. Executive Director/Traffic Trans (S)/Rly Board Vide his Lr.No. 

2014/TT-lll/32/3, dtd. 21.12.17 advised to keep the instructions 

issued vide Lr.No.2009/CE-II/Accident/Policy/ dated 09.2.2016 

(wrongly mentioned as O9.O2.2O17) in abeyance without 

receipt of clarifications on the subject matter from Civil 

Engineering Directorate and RDSO, which is leading to 

violation of Safety. The letter issued by ED/Traffic Trans/RB 

dated 21.12.2017 is infringing with safety norms and hence 

the instructions contained in the letter is to be nullified by the 

Competent Authority. 

Based on the Railway Board letter dated 21.12.2017, 

CTM/G&PP/SC has issued a letter dated 01.08.2018 

unilaterally down the line without consultation of CSO, PCME, 

PCOM and PCEE to review/modify the instructions issued in 

JPO No.01/2015-16 dated 11.11.2016 since the subject 

Section “E”  
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matter is related to safety. Contradictory instructions violating 

safety have been issued without taking the cognizance of 

CSO and other concerned PHoDs. 

2. RDSO vide Lr.No.MW/Container, dt. 25.04.2019 while issuing 

provisional speed certificate for operation of 20.32t axle load 

single & double stacked dwarf container of 1930 mm height 

2600 mm wide on existing broad gauge low platform bogie 

container flat wagon type BLC (A car & B car) in empty and 

loaded conditions on lndian Railways has mentioned vide 

Para 2.6.2 "Operation of broad gauge bogie container flat 

wagon type BLCs (A - car & B - car) wagon shall be avoided 

on crossovers, ladder type formations consisting of 2nd and 

subsequent loops in yards". 

3. This para 2.6.2 is being reiterated by RDSO right from 2005 

onwards while issuing provisional certificates from time to time 

and latest being vide above letter, dt. 25.04.2019. Whereas, 

Railways are issuing contradictory instructions in dealing the 

above wagons in multiple crossovers. This needs to be 

addressed. 

4. As per ED/Civil.Engg(Plg)/RB/NDLS 1r.No.2009/CE-

ll/Accident/Policy dated 09.02.2016 that Zonal Railways are 

advised to check the layout of yards in their territory and fix 

the routes for movements/stabling of BLC/BCLC wagons in 

such a way that negotiation of multiple crossovers leading to 

formation of reverse curves is avoided. This exercise may be 

completed for the newly commissioned yards. ln this present 

case, this exercise is not conducted. 

5. SSE/P.Way/Con/GTL has not ensured that the track 

parameters are within the limits prescribed in IRPWM. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

The instructions issued vide JPO No. 1/2015-16 dt. 11.11.16 

at HQrs PHoD level (PCME, PCEE, PCOM, and PCE) are to 

be strictly followed and movement of Container Flat Wagons 

on 2nd and subsequent loops is to be avoided. Further, RDSO 



advised vide letter No. MW/Contr/BLC 25-S dated 18.03.19 to 

avoid receiving of BLCA & BLCB wagon formations on second 

& subsequent loop lines. 

Hence, CSO/SC may issue necessary instructions on the 

letter issued by ED/Traffic Tans (S)/Railway Board and 

CTM/SC's letter as the subject matter still warrants 

clarification from Civil Engineering Branch/Railway Board and 

ED/Track/RDSO/LKO 

2. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 04.10.2019 at BPA yard 

of SC division, while performing shunting to give placement of 

commercial rejected wagon(ER 24021910421 BOXNS) along with 

15 misc. Wagons while backing from shunting neck to CL-3 line 

5th from loco wagon No.ER24021910421 BOXNS trailing trolley all 

4 wheels got derailed and 4th from loco wagon No. ECoR 

22120930074 BOXN leading trolley all 4 wheels got derailed. 

Cause of the accident: residual coal inside the wagon 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Commercial department 

 

3. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 08.10.2019, between 

Bayyavaram – Narsingapalli stations of BZA division, at about 

06.03 hrs Train No KI-14 with Loco 23306+23566 WAG5, with 

Coal Load of 59 BOXN + 1 BV, its 51st wagon from Train Engine, 

No.SE BOXN 10079860887 trailing trolley trailing wheel got 

derailed after passing Rail breakage at KM 733/27-29 on bridge 

No. 680 and travelled a distance of one KM before stopping. LH 

wheel was inside track and RH wheel was outside of track. 

Cause of the accident: sudden failure of Rail and side frame of 

trolley. 

Responsibility 

Primary: NIL.  

Secondary:  



1. Sri. D. Nageswara Rao, SSE/P.way/AKP (subject to the CMT 

analysis report of fractured rail piece) – For having failed to 

identify the potential rail fracture. 

2. Sri. Tapan Kumar Kundu, JE/ROH/UDL/ER AKP (subject to 

the CMT analysis report of fractured rail piece)- for having 

failed to identify the metallurgical deficiencies in side frame 

during ROH attention. 

Blameworthy: Control organisation of KUR & WAT Divisions – 

Permitting the train with invalid BPC for loading at TLHR and for 

avoiding train examination by C&W department after loading. 

Matters brought to light:  

1. Lot of goods trains are running with invalid BPCs which is 

unsafe and should be avoided. Allowing invalid rakes should 

be an exception, but not a routine practice. 

2. The system of running freight trai9ns with invalid BPC by 

giving TC order is gross violation which is endangering safety 

of train. It should be minimal. 

3. Availability of safety equipments with crew should invariably 

be ensured. 

 

4. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): At about 16.54 hrs on 

09.10.2019, while dispatching Engineering Machines (04) from 

MQN to MBNR of HYB division, SM failed to ensure complete 

movement of all three sets of un-coupled track machines and 

normalised the Signal Knob and operated the Point No.7 knob 

thus causing two route at Point No..7A for rear moving BCM 

Machine 289 with front trolley towards main line and rear trolley 

entered into sand hump and got derailed. There is no 

casualty/injuries to any person. 

Cause of the accident: On duty SM failed to ensure complete 

movement of uncoupled machines and without observing the 

occupancy of loop line by third set of Track Machine, he 

normalised the signal Knob and operated point No.7 from reverse 

to normal.. 

Responsibility: 



Primary: Sri. P.E.Prasanna Kumar, on duty SS/MQN 

Secondary: nil 

Blameworthy:  

1. Sri K.Narasingh, Station Master/MBNR  

2. Sri K.Peddi Raju, TI/KCG  

3. Sri K.Yadagiri,  SSE/P.Way/Spl.Works/MBNR 

4. Sri C.P.Singh Ravi, SSE/TM/BMO(BCM-289 operator) 

5. Sri S.M.Bhasha, SSE/TM/BMO(BCM-290 operator) 

6. Sri T.Dhananjay JE/TM/KZJ 

Matters brought to light: NIL 

1. Sri Govindarajulu,  SM/MQN was on duty from 7.00 hrs of 
08/10/2019 to 08.00 hrs of 09/10/2019, total 25 hrs without 
any relief. It is noted that Sri Govindarajulu,  SM/MQN was on 
duty for 25 hrs. and no relief was provided to him by TI/KCG. 

2. Sri Marm Pradeep, SCOR/HYB, Board-1, gave TN-01/92 
“send engineering machines to MBNR” at 16.45hrs and but he 
failed to write in the train control office record book 
immediately since he stated that he was busy in the planning 
of trains but same was recorded later at 17.30hrs and then the 
next message TN-01/92 “please send ART as soon as ready 
at MQN” at 17.15 hrs. was made as TN-01/92(a) by him. Non 
standard TN number TN-01/92 (a) was recorded. 

3. Sri P. E. Prasanna Kumar , SS/MQN, took TN 01/92 from 
SCOR/HYB at 16.45hrs for one movement of 3 sets of Track 
Machines to clear into MBNR and he recorded this message 
in a rough paper. He stated that he forgot to record it in the 
control book at the station.  

4. The calculated speed, as per data logger track 
occupation/clearance, of the third set of machine i.e. BCM-
289, driven by Sri C.P.Singh Ravi, SSE/TM/BMO, was around 
20kmph, while the permitted speed is 10kmph on the Point & 
Crossing.  

 

5. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 19.10.2019 at at 

Surareddipalem IOCL siding of BZA division, while performing 

shunting with loco 27283 in IOCL/SDM sick siding, while 

detaching BTPN wagon no. WCR 40131242962 at IOC sick line 



siding 3rd wheel set of BZA end trolley wheel no 7 & 8 got 

displaced towards east side at 21.40 hrs. 

Cause of the accident: due to mounting of LH wheel on LH curve 

due to low free rail joint 

Responsibility 

Primary: IOCL authorities 

Matters brought to light:  

1. There is no maintenance record of track parameters available 

with IOCL and may be advised to maintain proper track 

parameter records in each individual line including points and 

crossings proforma as per IRPWM. 

2. Before any placement in the IOCL siding where the lines not 

used regularly to be certified by the IOCL authority duly 

inspection by SSE/P./way concerned. 

 

6. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 30.10.2019 at 

Gajulagudem station of SC division, Train no. Long-Haul 

goods consisting of BOXN and BOXNS wagons empty 

hauled by engine Nos 27343+27201, at 16.20 hrs, one 

wagon (7th in 2nd formation wagon No. SECR 24141630129) 

leading bogie leading wheels got derailed at crossover 

centre position while passing through loop line. 

Cause of the Accident:. The uneven load on right side of the 

wagon therefore could have resulted in offloading of the left 

side wheel and its subsequent derailment. 

Responsibility:  
Primary: NMVP Siding Authorities/PRLI for failing to unload the 

entire consignment of coal during unloading. 
Secondary: NIL 
Blameworthy: CSR/NMVP/PRLI- who has given release of rakes 
without confirming of complete unloading of coal in the wagons. 
Matters brought to light:  
a. Revised JPO for long haul trains (1 of 2016): 

1. Most of the staff are not aware about the REVISED JPO FOR LONG 

HAUL TRAINS (1 of 2016). 



2. As per Para no.5 of the JPO, concerned staff i.e. crew and guards, 

station staff should be imparted one day familiarization on running of 

long haul trains. As per interaction with staff during enquiry, it is 

observed that the same has not been complied. 

3. As per para 6.5 of JPO, small pocket booklets should be made 

available with staff dealing with long haul trains. The same are not 

available with staff. 

4. In the JPO, among BOXN group of wagons, only BOXNM1 wagons 

are mentioned for running of long haul trains. However, it is noticed 

that the derailed long haul train has composition of BOXN rake in the 

leading and BOXNS in the rear. 

5. Only diesel locos are mentioned in the JPO. 

 

b.  BOXNS TYPE OF WAGONS: 

1. BOXNS is a new type of wagon without doors and no drain facility 

and suitable only for unloading through tipplers for quick and rapid 

discharge. 

2. It is found that in all the wagons of BOXNS rake, which has derailed 

at GLE, residual coal was found. Because of lack of doors, and 

height of BOXNS wagons, it is difficult to check for availability of 

residual coal after unloading through tipplers in normal conditions 

and also at rake check/enroute points. 

3. Because of lack of drain facility and the wagons being open from 

top, the rain water is likely to get accumulated in the wagons and 

may also result in making the coal as wet and sticky subsequently.  

4. The committee of supervisors who have unloaded the derailed 

wagon at KTPS siding on 03.11.19 have also submitted that the 

residual coal in the derailed wagon could be unloaded partially only 

after spraying of water and tippling the wagon for 5 times. And, even 

after that approximately 1 ton coal was left inside the wagon. 

C. Operating: 

1. Both the guards of leading (BOXN) formation and rear formation 

(BOXNS) have submitted during enquiry that in some of the trains 

BP pressure gauges are not working. The BP gauge of the leading 

formation (BOXN) of long haul train was also not in working 

condition. 

2. The guard of the rear formation (BOXNS) has put in very less 

service(1 year 5 months).  

Suggestions and Recommendations:  



1. As per Para 6.4 of JPO, the instructions of JPO should be published 

in next working time table. The same is not available in the current 

working time table(no.75). 

2. With more emphasis on transportation of more tonnage, more 

number of long haul trains are likely to be operated in future also.  

As such, staff dealing with operation of long haul trains should be 

made well acquainted about the JPO and other instructions. 

3. The JPO issued in 2016 need to be amended/ necessary correction 

slips issued to make it more current. 

4. Staff Experienced (crew and guards) may be deputed for running of 

long haul trains till they become part of regular operations.  

5. The compatibility of existing tipplers for unloading of BOXNS 

wagons may have to be examined. 

6. Ensuring of non-availability of residual coal at checking points could 

help in preventing derailments like these. It may be planned to check 

this aspect also, in the interest of safety. Further, facilities to enable 

checking inside of wagons to be made available at major unloading 

points and rake checking points Eg: FOB type structure/s, CCTVs 

etc so that it can be ensured that there is no residual material in 

wagons. 

7. It should be ensured that all equipment of trains should be 

functional, as in this case BP gauge was not functional in Brake-van 

of leading BOXN formation of the long haul rake.    

 

7. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 31.10.2019 at Manchiryal 

station of SC division, while detaching the diesel dead loco which 

is rear of the formation from BOBR formation, as per the 

instructions of shunting staff due to not opening of CBC coupling 

dead Diesel Loco  no. 70048 rolled down towards RDM end and 

derailed at cut point no,. 35A at 09.00 hrs. 

Cause of the accident: Not ensuring proper BP pressure in dead 

locos before detaching from formation and back force of formation 

for uncoupling lead to damage of wedges. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: 

1. Guard 

2. Accompany LP of dead loco 

3. Pointsman. 



 

8. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 04.11.2019 at KTPS/GLE 

siding of SC division, while backing of 30 empty wagons from 

tippler line to L – 7 for empty wagon placement by siding staff with 

their loco first wagon from rear got derailed after taking two routes 

at 21.30 hrs. 

Cause of the accident: Non interlocked point was not properly 

set, not clamped and padlocked. 

Responsibility: KTPS stage VII siding authorities. 

 

9. Brief of the accident(Derailment): At about 10.40 hrs on 
11.11.2019, Train No.47178 MMTS passenger train arrived and 
stopped on Road No.2 of KCG station. Meanwhile Home signal is 
taken off for Train No.17028 exp to Road No.4. While Train 
No.17028 exp was rolling in, MMTS passenger train LP started 
his train and passed Starter signal at „ON‟ and collided with Train 
No.17028 exp. 
Provisional findings of the CRS inquiry 

The collision was caused due to the following factors:- 

1. Passing of Dn. Starter signal No.2 at „ON‟ by MMTS train No. 

47178 voilating the Para 3.81 of GR of South Central Railway. 

2. Giving bell code by Guard of MMTS Traij No. 47178 as per 

SR 4.51, for starting the train in violation the Para 4.35(2) of 

GR of South Central Railway. 

3. Operation of signal and  point knob from SM‟s panel violating 

the Para 4.5, 4.7, 6.3.2 of Station Working Rule of Kacheguda 

station and Para 3.36(2)(b) of GR of South Central Railway. 

4. Release of overlap points, set for receiving Train No.47178 

immediately after clearance of last point track circuit of the 

route violating the Para 21.5.8 of IRSEM. 

 

10. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 14.11.2019 at 12.19 hrs 

at BTTR yard of BZA division, 21 track dropped suspecting that 

starter signal No. S-45 was passed in ‟ON‟ position by tower car 

on Road No.9. It passed Point No.22 in reverse position 



damaging the throw road. The point No.22 reverse flashing at 

12.26.22 sec. The tower car came back to Road No.9 in reverse 

flashing condition causing derailment at 12.40 hrs. the two 

wheels( one wheel set) at GDR end. 

Cause of the accident: Passing signal at „ON‟ without proper 

authority and backed the tower car on trailed through points. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri. K. Ramesh babu, Tower car driver. 

Blameworthy:  

1. Sri. Sundeep Sagar, SSE/OHE/KVZ 

2. Sri. N. Naresh babu, SM/north cabin/BTTR. 

Matters brought to light: 

1. SSE/OHE/KVZ should have proper supervision the work with 

tower car and clearly must have instructed about the location 

where the work is to be done. 

2. SM/North cabin should have been more attentive in the 

working as soon as 21 track dropped he should have 

contacted the tower car drigver, SSE/OHE and ESM/BTTR  

thus preventing the derailment. 

 

11. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 16.11.2019 at YPD 

station of GTL division, while Train No.12626 NDLS – TVX Kerala 

Express was on run and entering Yerpedu station, 11 th coach 

from Train engine, Pantry Car Coach No. LW2CBAC 13802/C, 

rear trolley front pair of wheels derailed at KM 72/17 at 20.05 hrs 

and dragged for a distance of about 327.36 meters. There were 

no injuries. On experiencing unusual sound, AC mechanic sitting 

in  pantry car pulled the ACP and train came to a halt at KM 73/7-

9. 

Cause of the accident: leading axle left wheel disc of rear trolley 

of Pantry car coach broken. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: NIL 

Secondary: Sri. Kumar Singh Meena, SSE/C&W/KCVL/SR 

Matters brought to light: 



1. Though RDSO has specified Dye Penetration Test (DTP) of 

Wheel disc during D-3 schedule, it is difficult to conduct the 

same when the coach is part of the formation in pit line during 

primary maintenance period of eight hours. Conducting DPT 

during D-3 schedule along with Primary Maintenance may 

have to be reviewed. 

2. As advised by COM/RCF/Kapurthala vide their Lr. No. 

MTQ/12003 dated 28.04.2018, the wheel discs of lot no. 

50796, manufactured by M/s Bonatrans/Czech Republic for 

conducting the Dye Penetration Test & Ultrasonic testing at 

rims/web area on wheel discs of above said lot no, to be 

checked and these shall be taken out from service at the first 

opportunity. 

3. K05 Relay valve was in isolated condition when the coach 

was inspected at Kochuveli Sick Line on 06.10.2019 and 

same continued up to derailment. The isolation of K05 shall 

lead to activation of WSP system continuously. Single car 

testing of coaches at Kochuveli sick line was also not done to 

ensure the condition of air brake system. 

 

12. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 18.11.2019 at RJY yard 

of BZA division, at about 21.25 hrs Train No. KI-33 with 59 

BOXNS and 01 BVZC, while being despatched from RJY yard 

22,23,24 and 25th loaded wagons from Train Engine were derailed 

towards LH side of the track. 22nd trailing trolley all wheels,  23rd - 

both the trolleys all wheels, 24th -both the trolleys all wheels. 25th – 

leading trolley all wheels were derailed at KM 277/09 – 578/01 

after passing over point No. 13A. 

Cause of the accident: The inability of the bogie to rotate in 

combination with the defects in the springs could have led to 

sudden jump of the trailing trolley while accelerating 

Responsibility: 

Primary: NIL 

Secondary: Sri. Chitrasen, SSE/C&W/PP/BIA - for not ensuring 

the requisite parameters before issuing the BPC. 



Matters brought to light: 

1. It was observed that the BOXNS wagons were not listed in the 

wagon maintenance manual 2015 or  any other document 

supporting the approval for authorising this wagons for 

movement of Indian Railways issued by the competent 

authority are not available with mechanical department at the 

time of issue of BPC or they could be produced during the 

course of enquiry. 

2. The Working Time Table No. 75 doesn‟t permit any speed for 

this type of rolling stock as listed in page no.B 25, B26, B33, 

B34. 

3. The speedometer chart presented to the Inquiry Committee in 

seal open condition which is highly objectionable. The 

purpose of sealing speedometer chart was defeated if it is 

opened before the committee examination as the chances of 

tampering exist. Though in this case no such evidence of 

tampering was found. 

 

13. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 21.11.2019 at GDR yard 

of BZA division, as per the instructions of SSE/P.WAY/NLR, 

SSE/P.WAY/SW/VKT executed lifting and packing work at KM 

01/3-5 with agency labour of 20 Nos. The packing work completed 

at about 11.00 hrs partially. Meanwhile Train no. SAMT/BCNHL 

Goods signalled  at 11.16 hrs informed by trackman who is at 

cabin. The SSE/P.WAY/VKT alerted all the staff at the site , while 

passing the site, the loco of Train No. SAMT/BCNHL goods 

derailed at KM 01/3-5 

Cause of the accident: due to twist is more than the permissible 

peak values formed due to improper ramp 

Responsibility:. 

Primary: Sri. M.Venkateswarlu/SSE/P.WAY/SW/VKT 

Secondary:  

1. Sri. M. Chennappa, TM-I/Unit0I/GDR 

2. Sri. T.M.Nizamuddin, trolley m Man/GDR 

Matters brought to light: 



3. Sufficient quantity of ballast is not available while working in 4 

curve zone. 

4. Permissible cross level and twist is not ensured before 

permitting the train. 

 

14. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 25.11.2019 at REP yard 

of GNT division, at about 22.35 hrs while lperforming shunting of 

CCJS goods train from NGC siding of Reddipalem yard to road-3 

via Dn main line , three wagons i.e 29th, 30th and 31st from train 

engine got derailed. Before this movement CONCOR staff with 

crane unloaded 06 containers from three wagons. 

Cause of the accident: due to unloading/loading activity of 29th, 

30th, 31st wagons by crane operation 30th wagon from Train 

Engine got derailed and not noticed by them.. As the formation 

moved with the derailed wagon which contributed derailment of 

the adjoining two wagons, while entering into crossing of Point 

no.14A. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: CONCOR terminal/REP 

Secondary: Sri. G.Varaprasad, Goods Guard/BZA –he failed to 

ensure the chekding of the formation before taking the movement 

from NGC siding. 

Blameworthy: 

1. Sri. T.Bhaskar, SS/GNT – allowed movement of formation 

after giving the Release memo for  unloading of the rear most 

03 wagons by the CONCOR staff. 

2. Sri. I. Chiranjeevi, Pointsman/REP- failed to stop the train 

immediately after derailment. 

3. sri. P.Siva Kumar, ALP/BZA -; not attentive and failed to stop 

the formation while observing rolling of the formation. 

 

15. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 26.11.2019 at 10.15hrs at 

PCCT/TDU siding of SC division, Train no. TOB BOXN empty 

goods, while on run from Chettinad Cement Siding(PCCT)/TDU, 

2nd wagon from Brake-van front trolley all wheels derailed on 



siding line due to residual gypsum of approximately 22 tonnes 

available on RH side of the wagon, while negotiating right hand 

curve at KM 7/2  

Cause of the accident: siding authorities not ensured complete 

unloading of Gypsum ore during unloading on trippler. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: FCCI   siding authorities 

Blameworthy: Sri. K.V. Arun showry, Sr.CC/PCCT/MICT/TDU for 

not ensuring complete unloading of material from wagons while 

accepting release memo. 

 

16. Brief of the accident: (Derailment): At about 9.35hrs on 

03.12.2019, while DN Express train No,17417 (TPTY-SNSI) 

passed Point No.23B on Road No.4 of Koduru Station of GTL 

division, front SLR next to Engine, all wheels derailed on Point 

No.23B. No casualty & no obstruction to through traffic.  

Cause of the accident: “The removal of   „P‟ Clamp and other 

stretcher bar connections to the RH tongue rail of point no.23B 

without any disconnection or the traffic block.”and acted on the 

instructions of JE/Sig/KOU who is not an having any authority to 

issue instructions to the keyman. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri T. Murali Krishna, JE/Signal/KOU-failed to follow the 

laid down instructions of  G&SR and IRSEM while 

testing/attending/disconnecting Point gears without issue of 

consent memo & disconnection memo and without presence of 

SSE/JE/P.way/KOU 

Secondary: Sri A.Jakaraiah, Keyman/Gang.No.7/KOU- failed to 

follow the laid down instructions as per IRPWM and G&SR 

Blameworthy  

1. Sri M.Radhakrishnaiah, SSE/P.Way/KOU(in-charge) 

2. Sri R.Prasada Raju, Dy.SS/KOU      

Matters brought to light: 



1. The Road No.4  ie .,  Down Loop l ine  of  KOU yard 

was not  iso la ted f rom Main l ine  ie., Road No.5  

by way of  c lamping when the dera i lment  took 

p lace on 3 .12.2019.  

2. Test ing  o f  po in t  by  S&T sta f f  requ i res  consent  

f rom SS  on  du ty .  The re  was  no  consent  

Memo .   in the present case issued by ESM or 

JE/Signal/KOU. 

3. Testing of  point was carried out on oral 

permission without following laid down procedure  

4. The housing improvement  of  Point  No.23B, 

wh ich  was a  Jo int  work was commence d by 

JE/Signal/KOU without ensuring presence of his 

counterpart, JE/P.Way/KOU. 

5. Instructions supposed to have been given by 

JE/Signal/KOU to the other department staff  are in 

violation of the laid down rules and procedures.  

6. The Engineering staff  have followed the 

instruct ions of  S&T Supervisor without the 

presence of engineering supervisor, though they 

were not supposed to take-up any work 

endangering traff ic without the presence of  their 

controll ing supervisor, JE/P.Way.  

7. Before taking off signal, Dy.SS on duty has failed to 

ensure re-clamping of Point No.23B, he was clearly in 

the know of the things. Testing was over and ESM 

has left the Panel room. Had he ensured the re -

clamping of the Point before taking off  the signal, 

he would have known the position of disconnection 

of the Point and signal would not have been taken off 

for Road No.4. 

8. While answering to questions, JE/Signal/KOU has 

stated that for any joint work approaching 

SSE/P.Way/KOU ie., in-charge SSE without informing or 

consulting his counterpart JE/P.Way/KOU, who was 



supposed to attend all the Joint works with him. It 

appears that there is lack of co-ordination between the 

two supervisors, who are supposed to do the joint work 

in the f ield and SSE/P.Way/KOU was controlling 

all the joint  works also without  delegating the 

duties to JE/P.Way/KOU. SSE/P.Way/KOU has 

failed to inform the JE/Signal/KOU to contact 

JE/P.Way/KOU for any joint works in his jurisdiction. 

JE/P.Way/KOU, who was supposed to work with 

JE/Signal/KOU for any joint attention was not even 

aware of the works being programmed by 

JE/Signal/KOU. 
 

17. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 23.12.2019 at 

RUSG/BDCR of SC division, At 21.35 hrs, Train No. SOB BOXN 

rake while performing EOL loading at RUSG siding 26 th wagon 

from rear from rear front trolley got derailed under the bunker due 

to coal on the track fallen from bunker obstructed the wheel 

movement.  

Cause of the accident: due to improper cleaning of the coal on 

the track 

Responsibility: 

Primary: RUSG/SCCL Authorities 

 

18. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 28.12.2019 at KZJ yard at 

hump line of SC division, During the course of shunting with 28 

nos of BOBYN with loco No: 12028 WDG-4, KJM from M2 line to 

sick line for placement of ROB/SICK wagon in sick line. The 

wagon No. SEC 701403/34983(22nd loco). Rear trolley all wheels 

and wagon No. SC 700903/60513(23rd wagon from loco) all 

wheels got derailed. 

Cause of the accident: Work site in-charge not ensured 

complete unloading of ballast on 23rd wagon SC 60513. The left 

over ballast available on left side in the direction of the movement 

caused derailment at Pt no.22. 



Responsibility: Engineering work site in-charge at last unloading 

point between BMO-MED sections on 24.12.19. 

*** 



 

*** 
 

 
 

1. Three phase loco is having _____number of auxiliary motors. 

2. In three phase loco, UBA meter needle deviates when BL Key is in 

______mode(s) of BL key  

3. Authority For relief engine/train to enter occupied block section in 

Automatic block system___ 

4. Motor trolley permit in token less single line and double line sections on 

Absolute Block system__ 

5. What is RTIS 

6. Induced voltages on double line ______and on single line ____ 

7. Condemning wheel dia in FIAT BOGIE is ______mm. 

8. Air sprig working pressure in HYBRID coach is _____kg/cm2
 

9. Height gauges shall be erected 
at all the LCs with clear maximum 

height of ______ 

10. Guard rail shall be provided on the track adjacent to a column(pier) 

abatement, which is located within a distance of ____ from centre of 

track. 

Section “F”  

Test Your Knowledge 



KEY 

1. 12 

2. Driving or cooling 

3. T/C912 

4. T/A1525 

5. A Satellite based „Real Time Train Information System‟ has been 

installed on 2700 nos. electric locomotives. Through this project, the 

real time location and speed of trains is being captured every 30 

seconds 

6. 95 v/km , 116 v/km 

7. 845 
8. 6 
9. 4.78meters 

10. 8 meters 

 

*** 



 

 
 

 
                           

Month Details from to 
No. 
of 

days 

Jan - 20 Prevention of SPAD 01.01.20 15.01.20 15 

Feb - 20 Fire Prevention 01.02.20 15.02.20 15 

Mar - 20 
Prevention of yard 

derailments 
01.03.20 15.03.20 15 

In addition to above safety drives following calendar safety drive was 
also conducted. 

Feb - 20 

Safe Maintenance 

and Operating 

Practices at 

Interlocked LC gates. 

19.02.20 04.03.20 15 

 

Inspection and 

maintenance of points 

and crossings 

21.02.20 06.03.20 
 

Mar - 20 
Clearance of stable 

load from 

station/siding 
19.03.20 02.04.20 15 

  
*** 

Section “G”  

Safety drives launched 



Section “H”  

 

 There were 6 consequential train accidents on this railway 
during the year 2019-20 when compared to 2 accidents in 
the previous financial year.  There were no casualties and 
injuries in these accidents. 
 

 During this quarter i.e. January – March, there is one 
consequential accident  and four other than consequential 
accidents, one SPAD case and seven yard accidents and one 
miscellaneous 
. 

 During the month of January, there were three derailments and 

one fire accident (yard accident).  

 For the month of February, there were three derailments and one  

SPAD cases .  

  For the month of March, there were 6 derailments and one 

unusual occurrence. 

 In regard to the safety performance of Divisions, accidents / 

unusual incidences in SC-6,  BZA – 1,  GTL – 1,  HYB – 1, NED – 

3, GNT – 2. 

 

*** 

 

Section “H”  

Accident Statistics  


